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本文的创新之处在于：首先，完善了 GEM 模型，针对 GEM 模型的缺陷提出























Industrial cluster is developing quickly and plays an important role in the world 
economy. The strong competitiveness of the industrial cluster attracts a lot of scholars. 
The shoes-making cluster in Jinjiang is one of the most representative industrial clusters 
in China. By the competitive advantage of industrial cluster, it has cultivated many 
outstanding companies and famous brands. And its products are competitive in the 
domestic and overseas markets. 
The article firstly made a detailed introduction to the theoretical study of industrial 
cluster competitiveness and the evaluation methods for industrial cluster. Then the GEM 
model (Groundings-Enterprises-Markets model) and analytical hierarchy process are 
used to assess the competitiveness of shoes-making cluster in Jinjiang. The results of the 
assessment indicate that the shoes-making cluster in Jinjiang is competitive in domestic 
market. It has great advantage in market shares, supplier and related industries in the 
cluster. And its main disadvantages are in human resource, input in research and 
development and core competence of brands. Finally, the article puts forward some 
suggestions according to the results of the assessment and the problem of the 
shoes-making clusters in Jinjiang. 
The innovations of the article include: firstly, it perfects the GEM model by 
providing some possible solutions to improve the GEM model; secondly, it provides new 
method called GEM rate for assessment. 
The shortcoming of the article is that the result of the assessment is rather subjective 
because of the bug of GEM model. 
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Tracey（2003）指出功能异化程度（extent of the functional differentiation）、网
络密度 (network density)、网络凝聚力 (network cohesion)、网络集中化 (network 
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